
Clarinet Auditions Winter 2018

Clarinet auditions for Winter 2018 ensembles (Symphony Band, Symphony Orchestra, Sinfonietta,
Woodwind Chamber, etc…) will be held on Monday January 8th from 11:30am - 1:45pm. Please come
and sign up for an audition time on Brother Ballif’s door, Snow 282J.

For this audition, we will have you prepare excerpts from Tchaikovsky’s Nutcracker ballet. This is a
masterwork that you should all become familiar with. It has a wonderful and challenging first clarinet
part with many solo excerpts, and prominent bass clarinet solos as well. I hope you enjoy working on
this fantastic score during the Christmas Season.

You need to listen to these excerpts as you practice them so that you are performing the correct
tempos. It is very obvious if you haven’t listened to the excerpts. Listen to the entire Nutcracker and
find where these excerpts are in the recording. I have listed below, and marked with slashes, each
excerpt to prepare.

Please email me if you have any questions about the excerpts below, ballifa@byui.edu. 

Nuctracker excerpts

Overture, solo between rehearsal 1 and 2.
Act 1, Scene 1. pickup to rehearsal 13 through 16.
Marche, passage between 20 and 22.
Le Chocolat, (all).
Trépak, after 34 to the end.
Valse des Fleurs (Waltz of the Flowers), 56 to 57.
Valse Finale et Apothéose, top of page up to 92.

Nutcracker Bass Clarinet excerpts

If you are interested in playing bass clarinet in one of the ensembles, then you should also prepare this
excerpt for your audition. (Optional)

Trépak, where marked before 35.
Pas de Deux, solo between 69 and 70.
Var. II, solo at beginning until 77
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Full range chromatic scale, ascending and descending
Major and minor scales
Be prepared to sight read.

1. These excerpts may be downloaded from my BYU-Idaho Clarinet Studio page.  ↩

https://adamballif.com/clarinet-studio/























